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QUESTION: 45
Which three output context expressions are valid extended syntax expressions? (Choose
three.)
A. Where ([State] = "CA")
B. Where Section In [State]
C. In Block Where Section = [State]
D. In Section Where ([State] = "CA")
E. Where ([State]="CA" And [Year] ="2006")

Answer: A, D, E

QUESTION: 46
Which two statements are true of contexts? (Choose two.)
A. You can combine objects in different contexts.
B. You cannot combine objects in different contexts.
C. You can combine any object within the same context to create a query.
D. You can combine only measures within the same context to create a query.

Answer: A, C

QUESTION: 47
Which operator should you use to control the output context of a calculation that is relevant
to the different environment levels within your document?
A. In
B. Out
C. ForAll
D. ForEach

Answer: A

QUESTION: 48
You want to force the calculation context of a variable in a table so that its values do not
change when a dimension is added to the table. Which of the following statements is
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correct?
A. You include the dimension using the input context.
B. You exclude the dimension using the input context.
C. You include the dimension using the output context.
D. You exclude the dimension using the output context.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 49
You open a Web Intelligence document (WID) with tracked data changes.You wish to
change the color of the tracked data. You however cannot change the format of the tracked
data. What should you do to enable formatting of the tracked data?
A. Contact the system administrator.
B. Edit the document in tracking mode.
C. Open the document in tracking mode.
D. Resave the document with data tracking formats enabled.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 50
Which two are benefits of creating queries from existing queries? (Choose two.)
A. Improved query security
B. Accurate duplication of query parameters
C. Improved performance of query execution
D. Reduced creation time for complex reports

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 51
Which statement is true about calculation contexts?
A. They allow manipulation of reports to change the way the data is displayed.
B. They allow manipulation of variables to change the way the data is aggregated.
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C. They allow manipulation of universe objects to change the way the data is displayed.
D. They allow manipulation of universe contexts to change the way the data is aggregated.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 52
Which three statements about the If() function are correct? (Choose three.)
A. Values within the function must be in quotes.
B. The function can be used to create a variable.
C. The function can contain an aggregate function.
D. Then and Else keywords can be used within the function instead of the semicolon.

Answer: B, C, D

QUESTION: 53
Which two statements describe reasons for using the FormatDate() function? (Choose two.)
A. You want to convert a string object into a date object.
B. You want to convert a date object into a string object.
C. You want to format a date so that it is displayed as a string when it is concatenated
with another string.
D. You want to modify the format of a string object into a non-standard date format.

Answer: B, C

QUESTION: 54
Which statement is true of an output context operator?
A. It is placed within the brackets of the dimension list.
B. It is placed outside of the brackets of the dimension list.
C. It is placed within the brackets of the aggregation function.
D. It is placed outside of the brackets of the aggregation function.

Answer: D
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QUESTION: 55
Which three statements are true of calculation contexts? (Choose three.)
A. If no context is defined the default context is assumed.
B. You can use NoFilter() as an extended syntax keyword when using contexts.
C. The ForEach context operator automatically takes the dimensions in the block into
account.
D. You must place parentheses around the values listed after the Where keyword when using
theWhere operator.

Answer: A, C, D

QUESTION: 56
Which function would you use to extract the word "casual" from the product name "casual
pants"of the Product Name field?
A. Left(5; [Product Name])
B. Left([Product Name]; 5)
C. Right((Product Name), 5)
D. Right(5, [Product Name])

Answer: B

QUESTION: 57
Which two character functions can modify character string and return the word
"Department" from the string "Department Fast Foods"? (Choose two.)
A. Pos()
B. SubStr()
C. Length()
D. Replace()
Answer: B, D
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